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'BIGG BOSS 14': FANS SHIP
SIDHARTH SHUKLA-HINA KHAN
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MASSAGE TO HIM
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Bollywood Strikes Back: Salman Khan, Shah Rukh Khan, Karan
Johar, others sue media houses for 'defamatory' reporting

'SIDHARTH SHUKLA IS WORST NOW':
NETIZENS SLAM 'BIGG BOSS 14' SENIORS

FOR EVICTING SARA GURPAL

MOST LOSSES IN IPL? DELHI CAPITALS STARING
AT UNWANTED CENTURY IN TOURNAMENT

TWITTERATI HAS BEEN TRENDING '#SIDHINA'
WHILE WATCHING SIDHARTH SHUKLA AND
HINA KHAN ON 'BIGG BOSS 14'.

MY FANS, FRIENDS WERE PAINED TO SEE
ILLEGAL DEMOLITION OF MY HOUSE:

KANGANA RANAUT

WHY IS RASHID KHAN’S MARRIAGE LINKED TO WORLD CUP? THIS IS THE ANSWER

RASHID KHAN, THE AFGHANISTAN LEGSPINNER AND BOWLING ACE OF THE SUNRISERS HYDERABAD TEAM IN IPL 2020, HAS SAID
THAT HE WILL NOT THINK ABOUT MARRIAGE UNTIL HIS COUNTRY DOES NOT WIN THE ICC CRICKET WORLD CUP. RECENTLY, RASHID
KHAN WAS INVOLVED IN A STRANGE GOOGLE ALGORITHM BUG INVOLVING ANUSHKA SHARMA.

NEHA KAKKAR TOOK TO HER
INSTAGRAM PAGE AND SHARED A

SERIES OF PHOTOS WHILE HINTING
AT HER UPCOMING WEDDING WITH

ROHANPREET SINGH.

UPON SEEING NEETU PRACTISING DANCING SO
DILIGENTLY, CURIOUS FANS WANTED TO KNOW
IF SHE WAS PREPPING FOR RANBIR KAPOOR-

ALIA BHATT'S UPCOMING WEDDING.
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Almost a month af ter her Mumbai proper ty was demolished by the
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC), actor Kangana Ranaut on Tues-
day shared pictures of handwritten notes by her fans and said they were
"pained to see the illegal demolition."  The 'Panga' actor took to Twitter to
share two pictures of a hand-written note by her fan along with some gifts
extending suppor t to her. Kangana wrote, "My fans/friends were pained to
see the illegal demolition of my house, this collective gesture of theirs has
moved me,these idols will enhance the beauty and divinity of my temple
which was brutally broken will always remind me there is more kindness in
the world than cruelty" Earlier last month, the BMC had demolished par ts of
her production house - Manikarnika Films - situated in Mumbai's Pali hills.
On Tuesday, Kangana also expressed her disappointment after top Bollywood
production houses and associations filed a suit in Delhi High Cour t against
cer tain news channels for defaming the industry. She also mentioned how the
industry, especially the big heroes, exploited the late actor Sushant Singh Rajput.
"Big heros not only objectify women but also exploit young girls, they don't let young
men like Sushant Singh Rajput come up, at the age of 50 they want to play school
kids, they never stand up for anyone even if people are being wronged before their
eyes #BollywoodStrikesBack," Kangana added, posting a picture of Sushant.

THIRTY-FOUR PRODUCTION HOUSES, INCLUDING SHAH RUKH KHAN, SALMAN, AAMIR AND KARAN JOHAR'S, HAVE FILED A
CIVIL SUIT AGAINST MEDIA HOUSES FOR 'DEROGARTORY' REPORTING ON BOLLYWOOD. ON MONDAY, FOUR BOLLYWOOD
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS AND THIRTY-FOUR LEADING BOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS FILED A CIVIL SUIT WITH THE DELHI HIGH
COURT AGAINST FOUR ANCHORS OF NEWS CHANNELS AND UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS AS WELL AS SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS.
THEY SUED THE PUBLICATIONS FOR MAKING OR PUBLISHING IRRESPONSIBLE, DEROGATORY AND DEFAMATORY REMARKS AGAINST
BOLLYWOOD AS A WHOLE AND MEMBERS OF BOLLYWOOD, AND TO RESTRAIN THEM FROM CONDUCTING MEDIA TRIALS OF
BOLLYWOOD PERSONALITIES AND INTERFERING WITH THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY OF PERSONS ASSOCIATED WITH BOLLYWOOD.

“

The first eviction on Bigg Boss 14 was witnessed on Monday. Not by public
votes, but due to decision by 'Toofani Seniors' Gauahar Khan, Hina Khan and
Sidhar th Shukla, Sara Gurpal was asked to leave the house. During the
discussion on who should be evicted, Sidhar th was hell-bent on making
Sara leave while Hina and Gauahar were juggling between Rahul Vaidya and
Nishant Singh Malkhani. This final decision by the seniors did not go well
with the netizens who called the eviction 'unfair'.
People slammed Sidhar th by calling him 'bully' for eliminating Sara who was
nominated only by Jaan Kumar Sanu during the nomination process. One of
the Twitter users wrote, "That why I said #Sidhar thShukla is worst now after
joining Biggboss although he never was good in life today he has proved
again. Even after knowing #SaraGurpal was unwell, he says because he
knows others and Sara is an outsider he wants to let her go."

Delhi Capitals are a team that has underachieved in the Indian Premier
League along with Kings XI Punjab. Ever since the inception of the IPL in 2008,
Delhi Capitals have never won the title and they achieved embarrassment for
11 years when they did not win a single match in the knock-out tournament.
In IPL 2019, they won the Eliminator against Sunrisers Hyderabad which was
their first win in an IPL knock-out match.
In 2008, they finished four th while in IPL 2009 in South Africa, they topped the
group only to be eliminated in the semi-final by a spirited Deccan Chargers.
In IPL 2010, they finished fifth but since then, they have struggled. In IPL 2011,
they secured the wooden spoon. Although they lost in the second qualifier of
IPL 2012 due to botched team selection, in IPL 2013 and IPL 2014, they once
again finished at the bottom. From IPL 2015 to IPL 2017, they just avoided the
wooden spoon before once again touching rock bottom in the 2018 edition.
The fact that the entire play-off system was changed due to Delhi Capitals’
poor show in the knock-outs is a measure of how greatly they have under-
achieved. It is no surprise that ahead of the match against Rajasthan Royals,
the Delhi Capitals are staring at an unwanted century which will make them
the first team to achieve this dubious distinction in IPL history.
In 184 IPL games played by Delhi Capitals, they have won 80 and lost 99. If
they lose to Rajasthan Royals on Wednesday, they will become the first team
in history to have lost 100 games in the IPL. Delhi Capitals are level with
Kings XI Punjab when it comes to losses as they too are on 99.
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NEETU KAPOOR DANCES TO 'GHAGRA', FANS ASK
'PREPPING FOR RANBIR KAPOOR-ALIA BHATT'S WEDDING?'

In a latest video, that has surfaced online, veteran actress Neetu
Kapoor can be seen dancing to 'Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani' song
'Ghagra' along with noted choreographer Rajendra Singh aka Masterji,
who is known for choreographing sangeet per formances for celeb
weddings. Dancing to the tunes of the song which has been originally
picturised on Madhuri Dixit Nene and son Ranbir Kapoor, Neetu Kapoor
can be seen flawlessly executing each step, as Masterji gives her
company in the per formance. There's no denying that Neetu's expres-
sions and her moves are totally on point. Dressed in a navy blue top
and distressed jeans, Neetu can be seen matching steps with the
choreographer and giving one of the best dance per formances that
we have seen in recent times.
And while many social media users took to the comments section of
the clip posted on Instagram, to praise Neetu for her fabulous danc-
ing, others were prompt to ask if she was rehearsing for Ranbir Kapoor-
Alia Bhatt's wedding? Alia Bhatt and Ranbir Kapoor, who have been
dating for quite some time now, often feature in media repor ts that
claim the two have zeroed in on a December wedding and have a date

in mind, which will most probably be after their film 'Brahmastra'
directed by Ayan Mukherjee, goes on floors on December 4.  It is not
hidden that Alia Bhatt has often been spotted at with the Kapoor's,
celebrating special occasions and being a par t of their family circle.
Therefore, upon seeing Neetu practising dancing so diligently, curi-
ous fans wanted to know if she was prepping for Ranbir Kapoor-Alia
Bhatt's upcoming wedding.
"Is this for Ranbir's wedding?" wrote a social media user. "Is this for
Alia and RK wedding?" asked another user. "Alia Ranbir wedding?"
asked yet another Instagram user.
While the users were many, the question remained the same. How-
ever, it is unclear if the video is a throwback or a recent one.
Earlier, we saw Neetu Kapoor, Ranbir Kapoor, Alia Bhatt and Bharat
Sahni along with other Kapoor and Sahni family members groove to
'Aap Jaisa Koi' from Qurbaani movie, in a surprise dance per for-
mance for Riddhima Kapoor Sahni, who celebrated her 40th bir thday
on September 14. To Riddhima's surprise, her family and friends got
together vir tually and created a video to wish her on her special day.

Sana Khan 'purifies' Instagram timeline, deletes all shred of evidence to showbiz
After announcing her decision to quit showbiz, actor Sana Khan has now purified her Instagram account, remov-
ing every last shred of evidence that she was a par t of the enter tainment industry.
There are currently 102 posts on her account, with the first post going back to 2016. However, any picture
tying her to the world of showbiz and glamour has been removed. Her Instagram is full of religious posts,
besides a meme or two. Sana has 3.3 million followers on Instagram and was last seen on screen in the Hotstar web
series Special OPS.  She is best known for having appeared in Bigg Boss 6 and Salman Khan’s Jai Ho. Taking to her
verified Instagram handle on Friday, Sana Khan stated that she had resolved to say goodbye to her showbiz lifestyle
forever and serve humanity and follow the commandments of her creator. She captioned the post, "My happiest moment.
May Allah help me n guide me in this journey. Aap sab mujhe dua Mai Shamil rakhe (Keep me in your prayers)."
In her long note, shared as an image on Instagram, Sana wrote, "I am at an important juncture in my life. For years, I have been living the Showbiz (Film
Industry) life, and during this time I have been blessed with all kinds of fame, honour and wealth from my fans for which I am grateful to them. But, for
the last few days, a thought has kept me occupied. I have been wondering, does one take bir th only to earn wealth and fame for oneself? Isn't
it a moral responsibility of humans to serve or suppor t those who are helpless or needy? Shouldn't people think about what will happen
to them in the after-life since one can die at any given time?"

Ahead of trailer release, Akshay Kumar
teases fans with new photo from

'Laxmmi Bomb' featuring Kiara Advani

With just a few hours to go for Akshay Kumar starrer 'Laxmmi
Bomb' trailer to be out, the actor took to his verified Instagram
handle to tease fans with a new poster from the film.
Featuring actress Kiara Advani and himself dressed in golden
and black attires respectively, the new photo from the upcoming
film has left fans intrigued. Akshay captioned the post, "Waiting for the
#LaxmmiBombTrailer just like @kiaraaliaadvani and me?
Hang in there...just 3 hours to go. Trailer drops at 12.30 pm
today! #YeDiwaliLaxmmiBombWali!(sic)."
In the horror-comedy, while the actor will be seen playing
the role of a transgender, Kiara Advani will be seen in a
pivotal role. On Thursday, while announcing that the trailer
will be out on October 9, Akshay had shared a short ani-
mated clip of a firecracker bursting with the words 'Phutega
Kal! Laxmmi Bomb Trailer Out Tomorrow' written in the video. The
action hero captioned the post, "Hassoge, darroge aur apne ghar valo
ke sath milkar kal sab se bada dhamaka dekhoge! Watch
#LaxmmiBomb Trailer, coming out tomor row! (sic)."

KARNATAKA COURT DIRECTS POLICE
TO FILE FIR AGAINST KANGANA
RANAUT OVER FARM LAWS TWEET

Tumakuru district court in Karnataka has ordered a First Information
Report to be filed against Bollywood actor Kangana Ranaut. The action
was taken after a lawyer, L Ramesh Naik, had complained against her
tweet in which she slammed the protests against the Centre's farm
laws. "The office is hereby directed to issue intimation to the circle
police inspector of Kyathasandra police station along with (a) photostat
copy of the complaint for repor t," the cour t ordered. Kangana
had called people protesting against the farm laws as 'ter-
rorists'. "People who spread misinformation and rumours
about CAA (Citizenship Amendment Act) that caused riots
are the same people who are now spreading misinforma-
tion about Farmers bill and causing terror in the nation, they
are terrorists," she had tweeted on September 21.
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VIKRANT MASSEY-YAMI GAUTAM'S
FILM IS 'THODA CUTE, THODA CHEESY'

CAST:  VIKRANT MASSEY, YAMI GAUTAM, SUHAIL

NAYYAR, AYESHA RAZA MISHRA, ISHA TALWAR,

RAJEEV GUPTA

DIRECTION: PUNEET KHANNA

RATING - 2 /5
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Neha Kakkar writes 'Aaja Chal
Vyah Karwaiye Lockdown

Wich' on latest post; here's what
Rohanpreet Singh has to say

Welcome to the world of a classic masala entertainer - a romantic
(comedy?) featuring Vikrant Massey with Yami Gautam. 'Ginny Weds
Sunny', like the name suggests, has everything a wedding is about -
small moments of fun, confusion, lots of dance and songs - basically
a potboiler.
The story of 'Ginny Weds Sunny' is, to be simply put, complicated. A
girl Ginny (played by Yami Gautam) is perceived to be an ideal Delhiite
(does that exist?) Also, the description is given by her ex (erm?) To
top it all, her real name has princess in it (like, come on!) With this,
you would have a hint about the complicated life she has been given,
which has not been put out simply either.
While this girl is leading her life (in a happily complicated friendship-
ex boyfriend-now lover relationship), her mother is blissfully unaware
about the confusions in her life and hooks up a childhood acquintance
(who had a crush on her, which by his own words, happened to every
boy in the neighbourhood). Tired yet? That's justone par t of the story.
The boy Sunny, played by Vikrant Massey, wants to get mar ried ASAP
so he could open a restaurant and serve people his delicious food, but
that could happen only if he gets married (get a hint of the family
already). So, Massey is on the lookout for a girl but consistently fails,
till he meets Ginny. Even though he messes up time-and-again even
with Ginnny, something keeps his hopes up, and honestly, that even
keeps the film running at a slow pace.
We have seen the love triangle in 'Bareilly Ki Bar fi' in the past, so it is
not tough to predict what would happen in 'Ginny Weds Sunny' either.
The story falls weak in that aspect.

It is fun to see Vikrant in peppy songs but the movie is not about the
songs. His acting, like always, is good, but gets underutilized be-
cause of the theme of the film. The very few punchlines were all used
in the trailer and thus, the film has nothing new to offer in that aspect
either.
'Ginny Weds Sunny' also endorses too many brands, including
Badshah. PS: He ruined Mika's classic song 'Saawan Mein Lag Gayi
Aag'. Could the makers have gotten rid of that? Maybe. Should they
have? Definitely!
Although the overall outlook of the story is tiring, confusing and just
makes us want to skip to the songs, Vikrant and Yami's por tions in the
film are cute and cheesy in bits. He is a die-hard romantic, but even
before that, Vikrant is Yami's friend (something her ex could never
be). Yami's mother instructs him about how to win her hear t (despite
not knowing the daughter too well) and he is successful in being a
par t of Yami's friend circle. Bonus: Her friends love him too! The
puppy face, giving space, staying silent work wonders (although I
personally think Yami should have gotten rid of her ir ritated expres-
sion, because it kind of irritates the audiences to watch that!)
The film is basically every family ever - irritating and/or oblivious,
but still family. It is also every love story ever - where egos win over
love almost all the time. Thus, with the relatability factor, comes the
predictability, which could make the film boring for most bits (espe-
cially without Vikrant or Ayesha) and cute combined with cheesy in
some (the movie theatre or asking out for coffee scene).

Akshay Kumar resumes 'Prithviraj' shoot; Sonu Sood joins actor

Actor  Akshay Kumar has star ted shooting for the upcoming historical, Prithviraj. This was confirmed by Dr Chandraprakash
Dwivedi, director of the film.
"Yes, we have resumed Prithviraj shoot at YRF studios and the entire team is excited to have a great shooting schedule,"
Dwivedi said. A source said Akshay star ted shooting on October 10 for the film, and the schedule is an intense one. "Sonu Sood
has also star ted shooting from the 10th. The team has worked non-stop to ensure that everything was in place for this complex
shooting schedule to restar t," said the source.
Akshay's co-stars Manushi Chhillar and Sanjay Dutt will also be scheduled to star t shooting for the film again. The source
added, "It's great news that big films are star ting to shoot again, as it will make others more confident to restar t the industry. We
have heard that Manushi joins the shoot on October 13, and Sanjay Dutt will star t shooting post-Diwali." While talking about
playing Prithviraj, Akshay had earlier said in a statement, "It is truly an honour that I will be playing the role of one of the most
fearless and courageous kings of India, Prithviraj Chauhan. As a nation, we should always celebrate our heroes and immor talize
what they did to propagate the values that Indians lived by . Prithviraj is our attempt to bring to light his valour and daredevilry.
Prithviraj was the only person standing in front of a merciless nemesis and the bravery he showed, made him a true Indian hero,
an inspiration for generations and a legend. So this announcement coming on my bir thday has indeed made it more special for me."

Neha Kakkar writes 'Aaja Chal
Vyah Karwaiye Lockdown

Wich' on latest post; here's what
Rohanpreet Singh has to say

Neha Kakkar has f inal ly made her re lat ionship with
Rohanpreet Singh Insta-official after rumours star ted mak-
ing the rounds. Not just that, there are repor ts that they are
not just dating but also all set to enter marital bliss soon.
Neha had shared a photo with Rohanpreet with a caption
stating, "You’re Mine @rohanpreetsingh. #NehuPreet." To
which he commented, "@nehakakkar Babuuuuuuuu. I love
youuuuu soooo much mera putt meri jaaaaan. YES I AM
ONLY YOURS. MERI ZINDAGI."
Now, Neha posted a series of photos looking pretty in a hot
pink salwar suit while posing on a tractor. She captioned the
post in Punjabi hinting about her impending wedding. It read as "Aaja
Chal Vyah Karwaiye LockDown Wich Katt Hone Kharche” This
is my favourite line from #DiamondDaChalla Song.
Talking about Rohanpreet, he was one of the suitors for
Shehnaaz Gill on the reality show, Mujhse Shaadi Karoge.
Neha and her beau have been sharing several lovey-dovey
posts and also dropping hints about tying the knot soon.
Earlier, Neha was dating Yaariyaan actor Himansh Kohli who
also reacted to her dating rumours with Rohanpreet. There
were also repor ts making the rounds that the singer is dat-
ing Aditya Narayan looking at the camaraderie on Indian Idol
which he was hosting and she was judging.

Kangana Ranaut wraps
'Thalaivi' schedule; shares BTS

photos from the sets

Kangana Ranaut who resumed shooting for her upcoming
film, Thalaivi has scheduled the wrap. The actor took to her
Instagram page and shard a few photos from the sets of the
film amid the shoot. In the photos, clicked in black and white,
Kangana looks pretty as ever with all smiles and also cov-
ering herself with a mask. In the third photo shared by the
National-award winning actor, we see former Tamil Nadu
CM Jayalalithaa who had donned similar saree as Kangana
wore during the shoot.
She captioned the post stating, "With the blessings of Jaya
Ma we completed one more schedule of Thalaivi- the revo-
lutionary leader. Af ter corona, many things are different but
between action and before cut nothing changes. Thank you
team @vishnuinduri @shaaileshrsingh #alvijay."
Earlier during an interaction with The Hindu, Kangana spoke
at length about Jayalalithaa. She stated, "She (Jayalalithaa)
was a different kind of actor. She was not like me. She was
a more a glamorous star... somebody like an Aishwarya Rai
in Bollywood. It was a very big challenge to fit into those
shoes because I’m not known as a glamorous star."
She added, "I do feel that there are similarities. She was a
very reluctant actor. It is the same with me. I never wanted
to be an actor, and that is why we became very unusual
actors. I think she always felt that she was wor th much
more than just being a glam doll [in films], and she became
a politician. Like how I became a filmmaker because I felt
that being an actress was very limiting for me. So, I think
there are parallels."
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AMITABH BACHCHAN POSES
WITH AISHWARYA RAI

BACHCHAN, AARADHYA DURING
78TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

INDIA, HOWEVER, IS MORE EXALTING
IN TONE THAN DISPARAGING

DIRECTORS: DYLAN MOHAN GRAY, JOHANNA

HAMILTON, NICK REED

RATING - 3/5

WHERE TOWATCH: NETFLIX
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Bad Boy Billionaires may be about white-collar offenders, but I also
found it to be a fascinating study of human behavior.
After months of legal wrangling, Netflix finally won the right to show-
case three out o f four episodes of their ‘Bad Boy Billionaires: India’
docuser ies.  (The four th  ep isode of  the ser ies  — about  B.
Ramalinga Raju — remains on hold as Netflix is still contesting a
legal challenge on it.)
Consider this: the three offenders here— Vijay Mallya, Nirav Modi
and Subrata Roy—have strikingly similar qualities. They are often
described as ‘flamboyant’, they are megalomaniacs displaying
narcissistic tendencies, they are surrounded by a small group of
loyalists, and both Mallya and Modi yearned for a formidable glo-
bal presence.
If you look at the first episode revolving around Vijay Mallya (di-
rected by Dylan Mohan Gray), the dichotomy in the way he is de-
scribed by his friends and by his former employees is a revelation.
Mallya borrowed heavily from banks and fled the country when his
company went bust. Despite owning several proper ties and assets,
he refused to pay his employees for months (leading to an unfor tunate
suicide). A few years later, the “bankrupt” Mallya held a lavish 60th
bir thday bash where Enrique Iglesias was flown in for a per formance.
Former employees interviewed for the series called him a thief in a
suit. Meanwhile, his friends continued to downplay his behavior with
these words – ‘He is not a crook, he’s an idiot,’ ‘the kid in him gets
into a lot of trouble,’ ‘he was callous,’ and ‘he is in denial’. Perhaps
they didn’t know how crass their words would sound when placed
against the enormity of his actions.
The next episode (directed by Johanna Hamilton) is about the more
recent Nirav Modi case, aptly titled – ‘Diamonds Aren’t Forever’.
Born into the diamonds business in Surat, Nirav Modi aimed to go
international with his brand, competing with the topmost jewellery
houses. His aesthetics and signature pieces like the Golconda Lotus
Necklace that sold for over 16 crore and the ‘Embrace stretchable

bangle’ were admired by all. But this was another case of a person
who let their ambitions get the better of them. Just as his fraudulent
activities were about to become national headlines, Modi fled out of
India, only to be tracked down by a journalist. This episode has some
interesting interviews by his former employees who call him their
‘god’ and cannot understand why he would do something that would
jeopardize their lives.
I still remember the music video released years ago, where Subrata
Roy and wife Swapna chronicled their rags-to-riches story. It was a
tad disappointing to not find the video as par t of the episode titled ‘The
world’s biggest family’ (helmed by Nick Read). Roy built the Sahara
India Pariwar company from the chit fund pyramid scheme, wherein
people with limited means deposited their earnings in the hopes of
getting good returns. Frighteningly, at some point, one in 17 Indians
were depositors in the Sahara scheme. The returns came initially,
and then dried up.
When Roy, of ten called SaharaShri, threw a mad lavish wedding for
his sons (counted as one of the priciest weddings ever), he came
under the scanner. The episode has interviews with depositors who
never saw their money again, news editors, and Sharat Pradhan, an
investigative journalist who trailed the story for almost 30 years.
Despite the fraud that led to innumerable people suffering, it’s fasci-
nating to see that Roy still finds suppor ters who speak of him as if he
were a mythical god-like figure.
As far as new and new and ground-breaking information goes, the
series offers nothing new. It just holds up a mir ror and offers an
arresting view into the motivations and workings of these, well, bad
boy billionaires.
There was a time when it was believed that to be successful in busi-
ness, you’d have to tweak a few rules and throw ethics out the win-
dow. As this series proves, that kind of narcissistic ambition does
take one to new heights, but only to plummet into a downward spiral
that’s unforgiving and fitting.

'BELLBOTTOM' TEASER: AKSHAY KUMAR BRINGS
BACK THE 80S IN ESPIONAGE THRILLER

Now that BellBottom shoot has been wrapped, the makers have
unveiled the teaser of the film much to the excitement of the fans.
Starring Akshay Kumar in the leading role, the 29 seconds long
video features the actor donning stylish look. In the teaser, we see
him suiting up in style with a heavy moustache, gelled hair and
vintage sunglasses. Most of the video has Akshay walking on the
r unway towards the plane. However, towards the end of BellBottom
teaser, we see Akshay the saviour in a brown khaki outfit while
hanging on a tanker. Talking about the premise of the film, it read
as "Shot in the highlands of Scotland, Pooja Enter tainment's
Bellbottom has Akshay Kumar in the lead playing a RAW agent
on the trail of a mystery and the film’s retro theme brings back
the eighties."

Bellbottom also stars Vaani Kapoor as the leading lady, along with
Huma Qureshi and Lara Dutta Bhupathi. The espionage thriller is
penned by Aseem Arrora and Parveez Shaikh, while it's helmed by
Ranjit M Tewari.
The film is presented by Pooja Entertainment in association with
Emmay Enter tainment. It is produced by Vashu Bhagnani, Jackky
Bhagnani, Deepshikha Deshmukh, Monisha Advani, Madhu
Bhojwani and Nikkhil Advani.
The first schedule of the film kickstar ted in Scotland. Soon af ter
that, the team headed to London for the next schedule. Bellbottom
is touted as the world's first film to be shot completely during the
coronavirus pandemic.
It's slated to release on April 2, 2021.

Amitabh Bachchan rang in his 78th bir thday wish his family
on Sunday. Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, who is not much ac-
tive on her Instagram page posted a few photos from the
celebrations. In the photos shared by the former beauty
queen, we see Big B posing with his granddaughter Aaradhya
Bachchan. They all are seen posing with all smiles for the
camera. Both Amitabh Bachchan and Aishwarya are seen
hugging Aaradhya sweetly.
The legendary actor wore a white hoodie, while Aishwarya
donned a white and yellow salwar suit. Aaradhya looked
cute in a black and white frock with a headband. The Jazbaa
actor posted the first photo with a caption stating, "LOVE
YOU ALWAYS DADAJI. HAPPY HAPPY BIRTHDAY MY DEAR-
EST DADAJIIIII". For the next photo, Aishwarya wrote,
"HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAREST Dadaji-PA. MUCH LOVE, GOOD
HEALTH, PEACE AND HAPPINESS ALWAYS... and your Bless-
ings Always."
Amitabh Bachchan has always praised his grandchildren
during several media interactions. Recently, while speaking
about Aaradhya, the megastar had said, "Last night, my
granddaughter Aaradhya was seeing KBC and said, you know,
this corona might mean ‘the crown’, but actually it is ‘karo
na’. Which means, ‘don’t do’. I thought that was brilliant."
When Aishwarya and Aaradhya were tested negative for
COVID-19, Big B had penned, "Apni chhoti bitiya aur bahurani
ko aspatal se mukti milne par, main rok na paaya apne
aansoo. Prabhu teri kripa apaar, aprampaar." He also wrote,
"They go home the little one and Bahurani .. and the tears
flow out .. the little one embraces and tells me not to cry ..’
you’ll be home soon’ she assures... I must believe her."

AFTER IRA KHAN ADMITS TO BEING
CLINICALLY DEPRESSED, SUHANA
KHAN'S CRYPTIC POST ON 'NER-
VOUS BREAKDOWN' GOES VIRAL

On Mental Health Day, Aamir Khan's daughter Ira Khan had
come in the open and confessed that she is clinically de-
pressed. Ira said that she has been depressed for over four
years, and shared a few reactions - most asking who is she
to be depressed, because she has everything.
Soon after Ira, Suhana's cryptic post about nervous break-
down has been going viral. The post shared by Shah Rukh
Khan-Gauri Khan's daughter Suhana only had the word ner-
vous breakdown in it, but people think that there could be
more to it than just the word.
Suhana simply shared a still from Pedro Almodovar's 1988
film 'Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown' and cap-
tioned the image as, 'women on the verge of a nervous break-
down'. This has led to a lot of speculation whether Suhana is
also on the verge of a breakdown.
Ira had confirmed being depressed in her video by sharing,
"Hi, I'm depressed. I have been for more than four years
now. I've been to a doctor and I'm clinically depressed. I'm
doing much better now. For over a year now, I wanted to do
something for mental health, but I wasn't sure what to do."
Continuing with the thought of star ting a dialogue among her
followers, Ira had said, "I have decided to take you on a
journey - my journey - and see what happens. Hopefully,
we'll get to know ourselves and understand mental illness
slightly better. I've thought of so many things to say. What should
I say? Why am I doing this?"
Ira, who is superstar Aamir Khan's daughter, has access to many
things. Addressing the same, she stated, "Let's star t from where I
star ted. What do I have to be depressed about? Who am I to be de-
pressed? I have everything, right?," ending her video abruptly.
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When Krushna Abhishek
refused to work on 'The Kapil

Sharma Show' because he
didn't want to play a woman

The Saturday episode of 'The Kapil Sharma Show' revealed
some interesting details - one of which was that Kapil's arch
rival Krushna Abhishek did not want to be par t of the show. The
reason, surprisingly, was not the rivalry but because Krushna
did not want to play a woman on the show.
While calling Sumona, who plays his wife Bhoori on the show
'hot', Kapil Sharma also spilled that Krushna did not want to be
par t of the show as a woman, Sapna Lal Nalasoparia. Kapil
then gave it a hilarious twist too, stating that he gave Krushna
Archana Puran Singh's example, which convinced the actor to
do the show.
Kapil then said that they have Kiku Sharda as the first artist
who has gone to jail for doing comedy. Replying to that, Sharda
passed a remark on his recent act involving TV anchor Arnab
Goswami. Kiku called it another 'revolutionary act'.
Kapil Sharma added dozes of comedy by mimicing characters
from the long-running show 'CID'. ACP Pradhyuman Singh, of
course, was par t of the act. He then joked that Archana Puran
Singh was a par t of 'Aahat'. The comedian fur ther mocked
Bhar ti Singh for bringing her husband Haarsh Limbachiyaa
every where she goes. Taking it spor tingly, Bhar ti says Haarsh
is not talented and so she has to support him. Krushna Abhishek,
who is acceptedly a fan of Amitabh Bachchan, dressed up like
the megastar. Kiku on the other hand mimiced Sunny Deol,
who was called 'Funny Deol'. Kapil himself was dressed up as
Navjot Singh Sidhu, the previous judge on the show.

Malaika Arora returns to 'India's
Best Dancer' after testing

negative for COVID-19; watch
how she was welcomed

After staying in quarantine for three weeks, Malaika Arora re-
turned to India's Best Dancer. Her co-judge Terence Lewis has,
in fact, dedicated a blog to her to welcome her back on stage
with I l la  Arun, Geeta Kapur,  Bhar t i  Singh and Haarsh
Limbachiyaa. Clad in a yellow saree with matching yellow
beads necklace, Malaika was seen taking a dig at Terence,
stating that he did not miss her on the show, but Geeta Kapur
did. He then went on to star t his blog where he asks a few
words which have to be translated to Hindi. The words this
time were related to 'hospital' and 'virus'. Sharing the vlog,
Terence wrote, "It's a @malaikaaroraofficial special cause our
lady is back after 3 weeks of quarantine, so this week's vlog is
related to that ! And our Guest n my favourite folk ar tist ILA
ARUNJI won it hands down ! Here is a vlogeshwari question for
you... what is pandemic in hindi called? Comment below !
Googling or reading other's comments is ...... allowed!"
Malaika was tested positive for COVID-19 soon after Bollywood
actor Arjun Kapoor announced that he too had tested positive
for the novel virus. He had promised to donate his antigen after
he recovers, in order to save lives.

If you've ever seen something on a screen made by Canadians, espe
cially if it tells a Canadian story, there's a good chance the Canada
Media Fund (CMF) had a hand in its creation. Over the last 10 years,
CMF has been a key funder of many popular Canadian shows, web

series, videogames and more.
Led by their charismatic and energetic CEO - Valerie Creighton - CMF has
suppor ted the growth of Canadian content creators and been a staunch
advocate for diversity and inclusion in Canadian media for many years.
"Canada's TV shows are some of the most successful in the world be-
cause of the enormous talent and diversity of our on and off-screen cre-
ators," said Valerie Creighton. "Our continued success depends on fully
reflecting and embracing Canada's wealth of diversity. Before coming to
Canada, many new Canadians had lives that were much different to the
ones they live now. We want to harness the power that such diversity of
backgrounds, perspectives and experiences contribute to our storytelling.
Suppor ting creators that work in a multitude of languages is a key par t of
that effor t. We're a better country when all of us--regardless of back-
ground or personal circumstances--see ourselves reflected in the sto-
ries on our screens."
This industry is vital to the economy, creating 181,000 well-paid full-time
jobs and contributing $12.8 billion to the country's GDP in 2019.
This year, CMF is celebrating 10 years, by doubling down on effor ts to grow new
oppor tunities for people hit hardest by the pandemic, by helping to build a diverse
workforce, including Black, racialized, e Indigenous, , and women.

Programs like The Diverse Languages Program which suppor ts pro-
ductions reflecting Canadian diversity by funding projects in languages
other than English, French, or Indigenous languages and COVID-19
emergency relief funding for underrepresented groups have been an-
nounced are a few of the ways CMF funds Canadian TV shows in
different languages.
Since 2010, CMF has invested $23.5M to fund 216 hours of television
content in languages other than English, French or Indigenous
languages. That includes shows in Spanish, Italian, Punjabi,
Por tuguese, Urdu, Hindi, Cantonese, Mandarin, Farsi, Russian,
Ukrainian and Tagalog.
"These programs are par t of a long-term effor t to ensure that racialized
people have equal access to the oppor tunities they need to thrive and
shape the Canadian cultural landscape," said Valerie Creighton, CEO
Canadian Media Fund.
The Canada Media Fund (CMF) fosters, develops, finances and pro-
motes the production of Canadian content and applications for all au-
diovisual media platforms. The CMF guides Canadian content towards
a competitive global environment by fostering industry innovation, re-
warding success, enabling a diversity of voice and promoting access
to content through public and private sector par tnerships. The CMF
receives financial contributions from the Government of Canada and
Canada's cable, satellite and IPTV distributors. Please visit cmf-fmc.ca
for more info.

CANADA MEDIA FUND CELEBRATES 10
YEARS BY SUPPORTING MORE DIVERSITY

'GANGS OF FILMISTAAN' PROMO: RUPAL PATEL AKA KOKILABEN
AND SUNIL GROVER AKA TOPI BAHU ARE HERE TO CRACK YOU UP
After wrapping Yeh Rishtey Hain
Pyaar Ke, Rupal Patel is gearing
up to return as Kokila Modi on
Saath Nibhaana Saathiya 2. The
actor who recently went viral af-
ter Kokila rap by Yashraj Mukhate
has been making several public
appearances lately. She recently
visited the sets of Sunil Grover's
show Gangs of Filmistaan in her
Kokilaben avatar. She was at her
enter taining best a long with
Grover and the promo of the same
is proof.
Earlier while talking about being
a par t of Saath Nibhaana Saathiya
2, Rupal had told a tabloid, "There
cannot be Saath Nibhaana
Saathiya 2 without its Koki."
Talking about how people love her
character as a righteous woman,
Patel went on to say, "Of course,
I’m a lot more flexible and fun.
But even today, young girls tell
me that they want a mother-in-

law like Koki." Meanwhile, while
bidding goodbye to Yeh Rishtey
Hain Pyaar Ke, Rupal had said,
"Every show is dear to me... Yeh
Rishtey Hain Pyaar Ke also holds
a special place in my hear t. I’m
thankful to Star Plus and Producer

Rajan Shahi sir for giving me this
oppor tunity to play Meenakshi
Rajvansh. Thanks to my co-stars.
Hear tiest Gratitude to my dear-
est Audiences for their Lovely
suppor t throughout this adven-
ture. Without you all, it wouldn’t

have been possible. It was an
emotional day, to say the least.
Playing this role has been an
honour. To everyone in front of
the camera, behind the camera,
and viewers, thank you for the
memories!"



Virat Kohli, AB de Villiers achieve
unique record of centuries following

RCB vs KKR clash in IPL 2020

‘HE HASN’T BEEN THE SAME BOWLER FOR FEW YEARS NOW,’
KEVIN PIETERSEN’S HUGE STATEMENT REGARDING KKR BOWLER

ISHANT SHARMA RULED OUT OF
IPL 2020 FOR DELHI CAPITALS

Virat Kohli and AB de Villiers came together when Royal Challeng-
ers Bangalore were 94/2 in the 13th over of the IPL 2020 clash
against Kolkata Knight Riders at the Sharjah Cricket Stadium. On a
sluggish wicket, Virat Kohli and the rest of the batting found it
difficult to score runs but AB de Villiers was in a different league
altogether. The South African right-handed batsman smashed five
fours and six sixes in his knock of 73 off 33 balls as Royal Chal-
lengers Bangalore smashed 83 runs in the last five overs, includ-
ing 29 in the last two. AB de Villiers and Virat Kohli stitched a par tner-
ship of 100 in 46 balls as Royal Challengers Bangalore reached 194/2.
Navdeep Saini, Yuzvendra Chahal and Chris Mor ris bowled brilliantly
as Royal Challengers Bangalore notched up a big 82-run win to surge to
the third spot in IPL 2020 points table. However, during the course of
Royal Challengers Bangalore’s innings, Virat Kohli and AB de Villiers
created history as they created a unique record. Virat Kohli and AB
de Villiers became the first duo to stitch 10 par tnerships of over
100 in the history of the Indian Premier League. This broke the
previous record of nine which was also set by Virat Kohli when he
par tnered Chris Gayle for Royal Challengers Bangalore. Virat Kohli
occupies the top two spots when it comes to the number of 100-
plus partnerships stitched in the IPL. Another statistical milestone
achieved in the match was that the par tnership between Virat Kohli
and AB de Villiers also went past 3000 runs in IPL.

Ishant Sharma experienced an acute episode of left rib cage
pain while bowling at a team training session on October 7,
the Indian fast bowler has now been ruled out by the Delhi
Capitals for the rest of the IPL 2020 season.
After a subsequent investigation, the DC medial team found
out that Sharma had sustained a left internal oblique muscle
tear. Due to this injury, the 32-year-old has been ruled him
out of the remainder of the Dream11 Indian Premier League
2020. Delhi Capitals confirmed the development in an offi-
cial statement as well on Monday (October 12). Delhi had
already lost Amit Mishra through a finger injury for this IPL
season as well. DC suffered a 5-wicket loss against Mumbai
Indians on Sunday (October 11).
Batting first, Shreyas Iyer's side posted a target score of
163. On the chase, Mumbai got off to a sluggish star t as they
lost Rohit Sharma early on who depar ted af ter scoring just 5
r uns. Quinton de Kock and Suryakumar Yadav then formed a
formidable partnership for MI as the two kept the scoreboard
ticking at a decent pace.
De Kock played some excellent shots and bagged a 33-ball
fifty before R Ashwin struck for the Capitals and dismissed
the wicketkeeper-batsman for 53. Yadav and Ishan Kishan
had a brief stand for the third wicket but kept the asking rate
under control. Suryakumar was net to bag his half-century
but his celebration did not last long for the Indian batsman
as Kagiso Rabada dismissed him in the very next delivery.
The South African pacer was in terrific form on the night as
he dismissed Kishan (28) in his last over of the game.

Former England captain Kevin Pietersen has not shied away from his statements regarding
some of the big players in Indian Premier League 2020 and his latest remark promises to
continue the trend. On Monday, as Kolkata Knight Riders suffered an 82-run loss to Royal
Challengers Bangalore, many fans felt the absence of spinner Sunil Narine, who was left
out of the Playing XI.
Narine was repor ted for a suspect illegal bowling action, and even though he could
continue to bowl, KKR opted to go without him due to a cer tain condition. Rules state
that if Narine was repor ted once more, he would be suspended from bowling further in
the tournament until cleared. Pietersen however, feels the hype surrounding Narine
has faded and that his absence would no longer be a major factor for the team. “If
I am honest, I am not so sure it (Sunil Narine absence) is a massive loss. Andre
Russell is the guy you spend time talking about in team meetings. When he bowls,
you are thinking about it. When he bats, you are thinking about it. It is same when he is
fielding,” Pietersen said on Star Spor ts.
Narine has been an integral par t of KKR since he came to the franchise in 2012. In fact, in the
previous two matches, Narine won KKR close matches by denying the batsmen to score runs in the last overs. But despite that,
Pietersen reckons that Narine’s skills have been on the wane and that he is no longer the player he once was.
“Sunil Narine has not been the same bowler for a few years now. He hasn’t had his best; he hasn’t had his real big spin. Coming
to Sharjah, it is not something you are really worried about Sunil Narine. And then the bowlers have found him out in his batting.
You bowl him shor t, he doesn’t like it,” Pietersen said. “He is a tailender who bats at the top of the innings. I don’t really like him
at the top of the order as a batsman. He comes off with 1 off 10, and that’s not good for the team and the team dynamics. As a spin
bowler, he has not spun it properly for 2-3 years.”
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JOFRA ARCHER'S OLD TWEETS GO VIRAL AFTER
MUMBAI SUFFERS MAJOR POWER OUTAGE

WHY IS RASHID KHAN’S
MARRIAGE LINKED TO WORLD

CUP? THIS IS THE ANSWER
Rashid Khan has been in the news recently because of
Anushka Sharma. The reason – A Google search on Rashid
Khan’s wife threw up the result of Anushka Sharma, who is
the wife of India cricket team skipper Virat Kohli. The ensu-
ing Google search bug made massive news around Rashid
Khan, with many finding it hilarious.
However, the topic of Rashid Khan’s mar riage also cropped
up. Many were searching to find out whether Rashid Khan
is indeed mar ried or not. However, the 22-year-old has clari-
fied that he is not married and he is not even intending to
marry in the near future! The reason – It is a story of greater
glory for a nation that has been plagued by wars and de-
pression. In an interview a couple of months back, Rashid
Khan told in an interview to Azad Radio that he will not think
about marriage until Afghanistan has not won the ICC Cricket
World Cup. Afghanistan has been a regular in the ICC World
Cup events since 2010 with the ICC World T20 in the West
Indies. Afghanistan made their debut in the ODI World Cup
in 2015 held in Australia and New Zealand and they created
history when they won their first match against Scotland in
Dunedin by one wicket. However, in the ICC Cricket World
Cup 2019, Afghanistan did not win a single game although
they came close to beating India and Pakistan. In the World
T20s, they have had more success and their key moment of
glory came when they beat eventual champions West Indies
in the ICC World T20 clash in Nagpur.

England and Rajasthan Royals (RR) pacer Jofra Archer is widely re-
nowned for having a tweet for every moment of life. A few of his old
tweets have gone viral once again after several areas in Mumbai suf-
fered a major blackout on Monday (October 12) due to a sudden power
failure. The massive power outage affected daily life in the financial
capital of India. Tata power through its Twitter handled, said that simulta-
neous substation tripping in MSETCL's Kalwa, Kharghar causing a huge
dip in frequency in the Mumbai transmission system which led to the
tripping of the Mumbai power supply. "Mumbai gone," from September
2014 is one of the first ones which received a lot of attention on social
media as fans on Twitter linked it to the 'power gone' references. The
second one is, "Lights out", from March 2013 is the second one that got
the most engagement on the microblogging platform with the third and
final one being "Mumbai deserve it". Juhu, Andheri, Mira Road, Navi
Mumbai, Thane and Panvel were the worst affected areas due to power
cut. Local train services, which are only operating for essential workers
currently, were also affected. "In view of inter ruption in Traction power at

10.05 hrs due to Grid failure of Tata Power company, services btwn
Churchgate & Borivili are suspended. It shall be resumed as soon as
traction power supply is restored. Commuters are requested to cooper-
ate. However, Power supply, from MSETCL available at Vasai Road & it
has been extended to work essential suburban trains between Borivali to
Virar section. Effor ts are on to star t services in Churchgate- Borivali
section. Commuters are requested not to panic & maintain social dis-
tancing," a statement from Western Railways said. Adani Electricity said
that Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML) is supplying around 385MW
to critical services through AEML Dahanu. "Our teams are working to restore
the supply in the affected areas at the earliest. We regret the inconvenience caused,"
it tweeted. "Power cut across Mumbai, Navi Mumbai and Thane. There is multiple
tripping of lines and transformer (Kalwa-padghe and Khargar ICTs) supplying
power to Mumbai system . 360 MW supply in Mumbai and suburbs af-
fected. Restoration under process," Maharashtra minister Dr Jitendra
Awhad tweeted. Effor ts were on to restore the supply at the earliest, said
an official from the Energy Depar tment.

IPL 2020 Sunrisers Hyderabad
vs Chennai Super Kings -

Head-to-head and past records
IPL 2020 has completed the half-way stage of the tourna-
ment with all the teams having played seven matches
apiece. As the tournament now shifts into the business end,
it is time for many teams to stake a claim in the race for the
playoffs. Chennai Super Kings, who are currently in the sev-
enth position and are desperately in need of a revival, will
be looking to string together a series of consecutive wins
as they look to stay alive in the race for the play-offs.
Chennai Super Kings have only four points from seven games
and they will be looking to win at least six out of the next
seven games in order to be in the mix for the play-offs. On
the other hand, Sunrisers Hyderabad’s momentum was
stalled after suffering a loss to Rajasthan Royals in the
double-header on Sunday.
With that loss, they are currently in the fifth position and will
need to be careful in avoiding any fur ther loss that could
dent their loss in momentum. In the previous encounter
between the two sides in IPL 2020, Sunrisers Hyderabad
defeated Chennai Super Kings by seven runs.

‘BARRING ONE SUPERHUMAN, WE ALL STRUGGLED,’ VIRAT KOHLI
LAUDS AB DE VILLIERS’ SPECIAL KNOCK IN SHARJAH

Royal Challengers Bangalore captain Virat Kohli was mighty pleased with his team following its 82-run win over Kolkata Knight Riders in
Sharjah on Monday. Kohli, who led RCB to their fifth win of the season, looked back at the outcome with pride, saying beating a side like KKR,
who’d been on a bit of a hot run, comes as the per fect tonic and a confidence-booster for his team.
“It is a tremendous win against a very strong side. Heading into a busy week for us, it was impor tant to star t off well. The bowling unit looks
that much more potent with Chris Morris coming back. We were very happy with the total. This pitch was drier. And the day was pleasant so
we thought there would be no dew,” Kohli said af ter the match.
Kohli once again sang praises for his teammate AB de Villiers, who starred with the bat, hitting an unbeaten 73 off just 33 balls with five fours
and six sixes. Crediting de Villiers for his knock, Kohli reckoned that had it not been for the former South Africa captain’s breezy innings, RCB
wouldn’t have been able to post a healthy total of 194 batting first.
“Barring one superhuman, every batsman struggled on the pitch. The talk was around getting 165, but we got 195 you know exactly why. It was unbelievable. I
thought I had a few balls under my belt, and I might star t striking. He just came in and struck the third ball, and said he felt good,” Kohli said.
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